BOOK LIST

for Kids Read identity:
Curious Detective

+ Bugs Are Beautiful!

www.TulsaLibrary.org/kids
Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about bugs.

- *The Book of Brilliant Bugs* by Jess French
- *Ants Don’t Wear Pants: A Toon Book* by Kevin Closkey
- *Tiny Monsters: The Strange Creatures That Live on Us, in Us, and Around Us* by Steve Jenkins
- *The Bug Girl: Maria Merian's Scientific Vision* by Sarah Glen Marsh
- *Bugs* by Penelope York
- *Wicked Bugs: The Meanest, Deadliest, Grossest Bugs on Earth* by Amy Stewart
- *Beetles* by Clare Hibbert
- *Insect Superpowers* by Kate Messner
- *Evelyn the Adventurous Entomologist* by Christine Evans
- *Make Origami Insects and Spiders* by Ruth Owen
- *How Strong is an Ant?* by Mary Kay Carson
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